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Data Discovery Solution Brief 
Empower More Users to Accelerate Data Innovation

Introduction
The relationship between employees and data has drastically changed over the years. IT is no 
longer the only department that understands what type of data is being generated, and the value 
that this data holds. However, turning data into value is not an easy task. As the owners of data, IT 
professional are entrusted with this massive challenge but don’t always understand what data to 
collect, what analysis to perform, and the needs of the end user that will be using this information. 
This paradox creates challenges within enterprises as business users continue to request the 
analytics they need in order to make the best business decisions.

In order to efficiently turn raw data into value, enterprises need to deploy a Data Discovery 
solution to bring data savvy employees and their tools closer to the data. By doing so, enter-
prises will accelerate data innovation by allowing employees to discover and interrogate known 
and unknown data sets. This not only provides value to end users by unlocking flexible analytic 
innovation, but also frees up IT resources because of the fact that users can now be more 
prescriptive with their requests.

Challenges
Leveraging data to achieve business objectives requires IT to work jointly with business users 
that deeply understand the problem. This is difficult with traditional data architectures and 
processes since these business users don’t always understand what data they have available 
for use, or how they need the data presented for decision purposes. This lengthens analytic 
iteration cycles as IT creates analytic pipelines that don’t always directly help end users. This 
creates challenges for enterprises as data savvy employees can’t discover available data sets 
across silos; can’t access multiple analysis techniques to interrogate the data; and can’t quickly 
iterate in order to fail and succeed fast. 

Data Silos - Siloed databases make it nearly impossible for analysts to uncover the data that 
would be valuable for their analytics. Even when they stumble across the right data, or waited 
a few months for IT to set up the data ingest pipeline, they can’t access complete data sets 
because of ETL processes that limit the dimensions ingested. This in turn leads to analysts 
being forced to leave potentially important data out of analyses reducing the effectiveness 
of the analytics they build. If historic data is archived offline, it makes this even more difficult 
as analysts won’t be able to back test model or run analyses with larger sample sizes to avoid 
sampling errors. 

Limited Analysis Techniques - In order to turn data into valuable analytics, a wide variety of analy-
sis techniques are needed to support the different analytic outputs (report, model, or rule building). 
With a traditional architecture, multiple analysis techniques results in adding additional systems to 
support the analysis capabilities needed ranging from simple search to machine learning. This can 
quickly become difficult to securely manage and monitor as more systems are bolted on and more 
users interact and move data. However, if the right technique is not leveraged, than it becomes 
difficult to achieve a business return. 

Slow Iterations - Everybody knows that analytics is an iterative process. In order to be successful, 
enterprises must have the flexibility to interrogate large volumes of disparate data in short order. 
Reducing this iteration cycle allows for analysts to fail and succeed fast. However, if the right 
insight still can’t be discovered with existing data then new data is required. Adding these new 
data ingest pipeline takes months to set up resulting in key analytics being left out of decisions.

WHAT IS DATA DISCOVERY?

Providing end users the ability 
to discover enterprise data while 
enabling them to perform quick 
ad-hoc analyses with a variety of 
techniques.  

Challenges by Role

 > Enterprise Architects – One-off systems 
continue to be added to the architecture 
in order to meet the wide variety of needs 
and skill sets of enterprise employees.

 > Operations – Securely managing data 
and users across multiple siloed systems 
becomes difficult and resource intensive.

 > Datacenter – Supplying data to end 
users becomes time consuming as data 
silos prevent the fluid movement of data 
between systems.

 > End Users – It takes end users multiple 
iterations cycles with IT before they know 
what data and analytic they need.
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SOLUTION BRIEF

Extending data to data savvy employees is critical in accelerating analytic innovations. By 
moving these users and their tools closer to the data, IT can make sure they provide the right 
decision oriented analytics the enterprise needs.

Solution
After evaluating multiple solutions, enterprises have chosen Cloudera’s implementation of an 
EDH, powered by Apache Hadoop, to hurdle the challenges associated with enabling Data 
Discovery for their organization. Cloudera provides an underlying platform that allows for anyone 
and everyone to find and analyze net-new and historic data sets in order to discover the analyt-
ics needed to do their job. An EDH accomplishes this through a unified storage layer, all data can 
be stored, securely, in its full fidelity with no need to archive for complete data access; multiple 
analytic frameworks allow for greater flexibility and access; and a platform built for innovation by 
significantly shortening analytic development time. 

Remove Data Silos - Instead of waiting for data to be delivered by IT, users now have the ability 
to discover and analyze any corporate data in its full fidelity to find the proper data for analysis 
and expand the questions they’re able to ask. This increases data returns by allowing these 
users to more quickly iterate on queries and incorporate complementary data that might have 
otherwise been left out of analyses. Additionally, with integrated access controls, enterprises can 
store sensitive data alongside all other data, and users only have access to data based on their 
roles or departments. The scalable nature of an EDH also allows for all historic data to remain 
online, allowing for model testing and increased sample size for smarter analytics.

Analysis Technique Flexibility - As more users are drawn to an EDH, enterprises need to support 
the varying skills, tools, and needs of these end users. This includes simple search, SQL, statisti-
cal analysis, and machine learning techniques depending on the analytic objective and skill level. 
By bringing multiple, integrated, analysis techniques and tools to the data, IT is able to open up 
data to more end users with the analysis flexibility needed to build and optimize analytics faster, 
while continuing to leverage existing investments in skills and outside systems.

Innovate Faster - An EDH allows enterprises to significantly compress the analytic development 
cycle time, whether that are from weeks to days or days to hours. With an EDH, IT can securely 
store more data from more diverse data source than they could with traditional systems. This 
allows end users to access this information as needed for existing or future use cases. After the 
data has been discovered, being able to process and transform the data in short order is critical. 
With 70% of data analyst time being spent on data processing and transformation, reducing this 
time with an EDH through parallel processing saves organizations both time and money.

Enterprises that have deployed an EDH for Data Discovery have accelerated the pace of analytic 
innovation within their enterprise. Leveraging the key capabilities of an EDH allows organizations 
to offer the tools and capabilities needed in order to quickly and efficiently turn data into valuable 
decision-oriented analytics. 

Summary
An EDH provides individuals the capabilities they need to implement an ODS that will not only 
alleviate many data challenges, but also provide a hub that allows enterprises to unlock strategic 
competitive advantages through the use of data. The world that enterprises currently operate in 
is quickly shifting, and Enterprise Architects and IT professionals alike are sitting in the center of 
this change. When making system decisions, these professionals must take into account not only 
immediate business needs but also understand the future data needs of the organizations. This 
paradigm shift requires a new platform that is built for a world of large volumes of diverse data 
and an EDH is a critical component.

ENABLEMENT FOR YOUR  
DATA DISCOVERY

Successful EDH deployments tailor 
existing capabilities and resources 
to best practices for a Data 
Discovery solution. Cultivate the 
skills of your team to execute a big 
data strategy and customize your 
architecture to industry standards 
with private training and onsite 
professional services.

Data Analyst Training 

 > Apply SQL to much larger data sets using 
Hadoop tools: Hive, Impala, Pig

 > Master advanced techniques that boost 
end-user accessibility ETL Ingestion Pilot

Descriptive Analytics Pilot

 > Architect pilot system based on Hive, Pig, 
HBase, and Impala

 > Implement storage, schema, partitioning, 
and integration 

Spark Developer Training

 > Combine batch and stream processing 
with interactive analytics 

 > Optimize applications for speed, ease of 
use, and sophistication


